
How can we identify instances of moral evaluation framing?

We focus on moral evaluation frames... ...within the climate change blog discourse
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Common context words around “quality of life”

Acceptors Skeptics
hydropower
insurance
resource management
coral bleaching
climate forcing
interglacial
capacity building
�ood risk
enso
sustainable development

geothermal energy
wind farm

alternative energy sources
carbon sequestration

quality of life
solar panel

ocean acidi�cation
biofuel

energy policy
infectious disease

0.42
0.32
0.29
0.23
0.22
0.22
0.18
0.16
0.15
0.14

-0.51
-0.42
-0.31
-0.27
-0.24
-0.22
-0.19
-0.18
-0.18
-0.15
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Looking at the top ranked G-score terms for
acceptors versus skeptics, we see that
acceptors have a higher moral evaluation 
of alternative energy options than skeptics.

After inspection we �nd that skeptics
 are often critical of scienti�c evidence 
supporting global warming, but better
tools are needed to capture this di�erence.

Often both acceptors and skeptics use 
virtuous frames around a topic, though
which terms are used can be illustrative 
of di�erent lenses.

Top 10 Morally Good Topics

         de�ne distinctive perspectives or ways of communicating 
about  issues often manifested through patterns of language use, such 
as preferences for various key terms and phrases.  For ex: Are you pro-choice or pro-life?

Virtue

Media frames

An assessment of moral approval 
or good fortune

An assessment of moral disapproval 
or misfortune

 

climate change acceptor if it explicitly 
stated that climate change is caused by 
human activity or it expressed views on 
what should be done in the �ght against 
climate change.  

Goodness Score (G)           captures the relative magnitude and frequency
of use of virtuous terms in the context words around a topic, where a 
higher score indicates the topical term is framed as more morally “good”
in the acceptor camp than in the skeptic camp. 

      is a visual analytic tool that helps to identify and compare 
frames around speci�c issue terms. Using the G-score, we identify potentially
interesting frames to drill into more deeply using this tool.

Lingoscope

What did we �nd?

Vice climate change skeptic if it rejected 
mainstream climate science en bloc or 
used terms like “warmist” or “alarmist” to 
characterize mainstream climate scientists 
or people arguing in favor of measures to 
mitigate climate change.

A blog was coded as a


